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A Review of SITLA’s
Administrative Compensation
School and Institutional Trust Land Administration (SITLA)
administrators are well compensated compared to their peers in state
government and other Western states’ trust land organizations. A key
element of their compensation and a legislative concern has been
SITLA’s bonus program, which since 1997 has paid out almost $2
million in bonuses. Annual bonuses are paid to the entire permanent
staff and range from $2,000 to $40,000 per person, per year. SITLA’s
board created the bonus program as a staff inducement to create value
for the organization. With these bonuses, SITLA’s administrators are
compensated, on average, 26 percent higher than their counterparts in
Utah state government and trust land management organizations in
other states. Few of the surveyed organizations pay bonuses, and none
approach the bonus levels of SITLA.
SITLA cites, in defense of the bonus program, the organization’s
outstanding financial performance, specifically, increases in annual
revenues. However, we believe that SITLA’s increased revenues are
not due to organizational performance as much as increases in natural
gas and oil prices as well as an expanded land sales program–most
recently selling prime trust land. Further, based on a review of
historical revenues earned, we believe that revenue goals are set
unrealistically low, making them easily attainable. Revenue goals are
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set lower than the prior year’s earned net revenue and as a result,
SITLA has always met its revenue goals. See Appendices 1 and 2 for
the historical patterns of mineral revenue, total revenue, and
distributions to beneficiaries.

Much of Bonus Program Is
Based on Market-Driven Factors

SITLA has paid
nearly $2 million in
bonuses since they
became an
independent state
agency.

The majority of SITLA’s bonus program is based on reaching net
revenue goals that are primarily based on natural gas and oil prices and
an expanded land sales program. Often revenue goals are set lower
than the prior year’s earned net revenue, and as a result, SITLA’s
administrators have always met the revenue goals. In addition to
monetary goals, the board also sets annual non-monetary goals for
senior management. When SITLA was created, Utah Code 53C-1201(3)(d)(v) allowed the board to create an annual incentive and
bonus plan for the director and other administration employees based
upon the attainment of financial performance goals and other
measurable criteria defined and budgeted in advance by the board.
Revenues from natural gas, oil, and minerals produced on state
lands consistently provide the majority of SITLA’s operating revenues.
A 446 percent increase in natural gas prices, from 1995 to 2005,
significantly increased SITLA’s revenues. SITLA’s increased revenues
also reflect an increase in land sales from $600,000 in 1995 to $23
million in 2005. As a result of increased revenues, the agency has paid
out almost $2 million in bonuses—with $1 million going to senior
management and the other million distributed in a second bonus
program to the remaining agency staff.
Both Bonus Programs Have Grown
SITLA’s two bonus programs are primarily based on revenue
growth. Half of the bonus program for senior management and all of
the agency staff bonus is based on SITLA achieving revenue goals
established by the board each year. SITLA has achieved the revenue
goals each year, and all senior management and staff have been
rewarded with available bonus money as a result. Figure 1
demonstrates the growth in the bonus program.
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Figure 1 SITLA’s Bonus Program Has Grown Over Time.
Since fiscal year 1997, total bonuses have increased from $59,000
per year to $359,000 per year for a total of almost $2 million.

The bonus program
w as created w hen
SITLA was created.

Legislation allowed, and SITLA’s board established, the bonus
program when SITLA separated from state controls in 1994. The
program’s objective was to reward senior management for achieving
revenue goals and becoming more efficient and effective, thus adding
value to the organization. The first bonus payments were made to five
senior managers in 1997. One year later, a second bonus program was
created to reward the remaining SITLA staff.
Senior Management Bonuses Have Grown. The board rewards
senior managers for exceeding specific board-established goals. Onehalf of the bonus is based on reaching a net revenue goal, and the
other half is based on specific non-monetary goals established in
conjunction with SITLA’s director. Since the board bonus started in
1997, SITLA’s senior managers have received a total of $1 million in
bonuses, ranging from $4,500 to $40,000 per person per year. Some
of these amounts are higher than the $8,000 annual cap currently
allowed by Utah’s Department of Human Resources Management
rules. However, since SITLA’s senior management is exempt from
DHRM rules and SITLA is an independent state agency, these
bonuses do not violate any rules or state laws.
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Staff Bonuses Have Grown. Under this director-administered
plan, all permanent employees are eligible for $2,000 per year or a
portion thereof based on full-time status. Additional bonuses are
given to select employees, with a few employees receiving bonuses as
high as $10,500 per year. The plan was started as a result of
complaints by the staff for not being rewarded for their contributions
to reaching the overall revenue goal. This plan grew from $70,750 in
fiscal year 1998 to $212,700 in fiscal year 2005, for a total payout of
$952,000. Prior to fiscal year 1998 a few select employees received
bonuses.
Although SITLA pays large bonuses to senior management and
bonuses to all permanent staff, few of the surveyed organizations
reported paying bonuses. Only one other state trust land organization
paid bonuses to five of the surveyed jobs. The bonuses ranged from
$139 to $1,000 per year and averaged about $400. One of the two
independent entities paid bonuses to three of the surveyed jobs
ranging from $750 to $10,000 and averaging $3,833. Lastly, the
BLM paid bonuses to two of the surveyed jobs. Awards ranged from
$364 to $4,500. BLM noted that awards higher that $4,500 were
rare.
Revenue Goals May Be Inappropriate
One-half of the bonus for senior management and all of the
bonuses for agency staff are based on reaching a net revenue goal set
by the board. Net revenue is affected by the market prices of natural
gas and oil and selling land–most recently selling prime trust land.
Further, based on a review of historical revenues earned, the incentive
program goal thresholds have been easily attainable. There are
concerns by some within the agency that the bonus is tied to the
market prices of oil and gas, which they cannot control. Legislators
have raised concerns questioning the difficulty in attaining SITLA’s
goals that leads to such sizeable bonuses.
Revenue Goals Are Unrealistically Low. SITLA’s board began
the bonus program with a revenue goal of $12 million and has
increased the goal each year. However, the revenue increases have not
reflected the actual net earnings of the agency. Although the board
has increased the revenue goal each year, the annual increase has not
always met the actual revenues earned by the agency in the previous
year. This is due largely to the market-driven price fluctuations of
natural gas and oil, and land sales.
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Figure 2 Revenue Goals for Monetary Portion of Board
Bonus and Actual Revenue Earned by SITLA, Fiscal Years
1997-2005. SITLA’s revenue goals have increased each year;
however, they have not kept up with actual earnings by the
agency.

Revenue goals for
the bonus program
are often set low er
than the prior year’s
net earnings.

Figure 2 shows that revenue goal are often set lower than the prior
year’s earned revenue. As a result, SITLA has always met its revenue
goals. It is concerning that the board-established revenue goals are
usually lower than the prior year’s generated revenue. This practice
seems contrary to business principles of setting goals beyond the
previous year’s achievement. According to the Board chair and vice
chair, the board bonuses focus the entire organization on forward
thinking goals that are not easily attainable but are realistic.
Board Also Sets Non-Monetary Goals
In addition to revenue goals, SITLA’s board sets annual nonmonetary goals that allow senior management to share up to $75,000
if the goals are realized. The board determines goals, bonus values,
and agency priorities. At the end of the fiscal year, the board
determines what percentage of the goal was attained and generates an
associated bonus value. The 2005 objectives included:
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• Implement a tactical plan for coal resources.
• Identify and rank for acquisition all producing and prospective
federal oil and gas areas.
• Develop a forward looking business plan to govern the Planning/
Development Group’s real estate activities over the next 10 years.
• Develop and implement a pilot biological management strategy on
a selected block.
• Develop a plan for the prudent expenditure of monies received
from the appropriation of OHV registration fees.
• Address outstanding in-lieu selection issues of concern to the
beneficiaries.
• Take necessary steps to position Administration to pursue
exchange opportunities.
• Merge the two ownership databases managed by the
Administration so that “real-time” map making can be performed.
In fiscal year 2005, each non-monetary objective was worth $10,000,
except merging the databases, which was worth $5,000.
The board has awarded additional bonuses to employees. The
reasons vary widely as to why these bonuses were awarded. Some staff
have received $2,000 for completing a special project, while others
were awarded $1,000 each for a well-planned 10th anniversary party.

SITLA Total Compensation Appears High
Selected SITLA administrative and support staff job compensation
is generally higher than that of comparable jobs in other states and
organizations. It appears that neither span of control nor job
responsibilities provide justification for the increased compensation.
SITLA’s jobs are generally equivalent to those of the surveyed
organizations. Since SITLA was created, personnel expenditures have
nearly doubled, while the number of new employees has increased by
37 percent. Personnel expense is the largest component of total
expenses.
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Administrative compensation has increased since 1994, when
SITLA became an independent agency. At that time, Utah Code 53C1-201(3)(d)(iv) provided:
“Salaries for exempted positions, except for the director, shall be
set by the director, after consultation with the Director of the
Department of Human Resource Management, within ranges
approved by the board. The board and director shall consider
salaries for similar positions in private enterprise and other public
employment when setting salary ranges.”
We found no evidence that SITLA had considered salaries in the
public sector or had any consultation with the Department of Human
Resource Management. SITLA had only conducted compensation
surveys for two staff positions–lands coordinator and resource
specialist.
Since SITLA had only conducted compensation surveys for two
jobs, we conducted a compensation survey for 10 jobs. We used a
job-content-benchmark methodology, commonly used by human
resource management, where one group provides job descriptions to
other groups and allows them to determine if they have similar
positions in their organizations. Working closely with Utah’s
Department of Human Resource Management, SITLA’s Human
Resource Director and DNR’s Human Resource Director specific jobs
were selected in similar organizations for a comparative compensation
survey.
The survey was extensive and included questions regarding salary
rates, annual bonuses, years of experience, number of employees
supervised, level of education, and pay ranges. The survey was sent to
17 organizations, including trust land organizations in other states, the
Federal Government’s Bureau of Land Management (BLM), two
independent agencies in Utah, and the Department of Natural
Resources (DNR). Thirteen of the 17 organizations responded with
sufficient data. Data from two state land offices were not used because
of their small size. See Appendix 3 for statistics from the surveyed
organizations including original and current surface trust land grant
acreage, number of FTEs, revenues, and operating budgets.
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Administrative Compensation Is Higher
than Comparable Organizations

SITLA’s compensation
is higher than that of
some comparable jobs
in similar
organizations.

SITLA’s compensation measured higher than the compensation of
comparable organizations in each of four administrative job categories:
director, assistant director, associate director, and administrative
assistant. In part, the higher SITLA compensation is due to higher
board-set salary ranges. Additionally, other organizations give their
employees little or no bonuses, while SITLA employees receive large
bonuses.
The two independent entities were compared to SITLA, based on
their similar staff sizes and operating budgets. Independent entities are
created by the state and have a public purpose relating to the state or
its citizens. SITLA’s human resource specialist agreed with the use of
these organizations. In addition, comparisons with other states’ land
trust organizations were based on benchmarked jobs developed with
SITLA. Figure 3 graphically demonstrates the compensation for
SITLA, seven other western trust land offices, the U.S. Bureau of
Land Management (BLM) in Utah, and two comparably sized
independent entities in Utah.
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Figure 3 Actual Administrative Compensation Comparison
(Salary & Bonus), Fiscal Year 2004. State trust land offices in
seven western states, the BLM, and two independent entities in
Utah report lower compensation than SITLA.

SITLA’s administrators
receive greater
com pensation than
any of their respective
counterparts.

With the exception of one independent entity director, SITLA’s
administrators receive greater compensation than any of their
respective counterparts in all of the organizations that responded to
the survey.
While SITLA’s director is the highest paid trust land director, his
experience level is not significantly different than some of his
counterparts. The directors of other land management offices have
significant work experience that they believe correlates well to the
experience level necessary for an agency director. The deputy director
of the BLM in Utah (whose job the BLM benchmarked with the
SITLA director) has nearly as much experience, at 21 years, and makes
about $96,000. Some of the other states did not report years of
experience because the equivalent job is an elected position. The
BLM’s benchmarked job manages 22.9 million acres of land in Utah,
6.5 times more land than SITLA’s director. Yet the SITLA director’s
compensation is 38 percent more ($36,000) than the BLMbenchmarked job in the Utah division.
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SITLA Compensation Surpasses the DNR

SITLA’s compensation
has grown and
surpassed rates of
state government
counterparts.

Compensation for SITLA’s administration have surpassed the rates
of their counterparts in the Department of Natural Resources (DNR),
which was SITLA’s previous departmental supervisor, and the
Division of Forestry, Fire, and State Lands, (FFSL), which was
SITLA’s previous co-division member within the DNR. Figure 4
compares the directors’ total compensation histories for each of these
organizations.

Figure 4 Director Compensation Comparison (Inflation
Adjusted), Fiscal Years 1995-2004. The total compensation of
SITLA’s director has increased much more rapidly than those of the
executive director of the Department of Natural Resources and the
division director of FFSL.

Beginning in 1997, the compensation for SITLA’s director
surpassed the level of compensation for DNR’s executive director and
continued to increase in subsequent years. In the years 2001-2003, a
change in SITLA directors affected compensation. In 2004, the
SITLA director’s compensation was 28 percent higher than the
compensation of DNR’s executive director and 61 percent higher than
the FFSL division director. The DNR executive director’s salary
includes a $3,000 car allowance.
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Compensation Increases Occurred
After Separation from the State

Since SITLA’s
creation, total
compensation for
senior managem ent
has grow n by 75
percent.

SITLA became an independent state agency in 1994. Since that
time, total compensation for SITLA’s senior administrators has
grown, mostly due to the annual bonuses. Figure 5 shows total
administrative compensation growth over the last 10 years.

Figure 5 Administrative Compensation Growth (Inflation
Adjusted), Fiscal Years 1995-2004. Administrative compensation
has grown steadily since separation.

The director’s and assistant directors’ total compensation has
grown by 76 percent since 1995. The administrative assistant’s total
compensation has grown by 36 percent. Several management changes
from 2001-2003 resulted in a lower director’s compensation during
this period.
Support Staff Compensation
Is More in Line with the Market
The compensation of most SITLA support staff are, for the most
part, in line with compensation of their counterparts in other
organizations. While some SITLA staff receive somewhat higher
compensation, others receive less compensation than the other
organizations. Figure 6 demonstrates key support staff compensation
in greater detail.
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Figure 6 Support Staff Compensation Comparison, Fiscal Year
2004. Some SITLA support staff compensation is greater than that
of comparable organizations, while other compensation is similar or
lower.

Note: Not all jobs were available in other state land organizations, independent entities, or the
BLM.

When compared to positions in other state trust land
organizations, some SITLA support staff positions receive higherthan-average compensation. However, when compared to other
independent entities in Utah and the BLM, they receive similar or
lower compensation. This analysis shows wide variations in the
compensation for these support staff positions.
SITLA Has Similar Functions to Trust Land
Organizations in Other Western States

The majority of trust
land organizations
appear to be as
independent as
SITLA.
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SITLA, as an independent state agency, is thought by its board and
administrators to have a unique status that justifies its salary and bonus
structure. They believe that their salaries and bonuses should be
compared to private trusts and major land developers. In our opinion,
SITLA manages a public trust and not a private trust. There are major
differences between private and public trusts according to the Western
States Land Commissioners Association.
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The majority of trust land organizations appear to be as
independent as SITLA. We define an independent agency as one that
deals exclusively with trust land issues and goals of its beneficiaries and
is free from management from another agency. Furthermore, SITLA
is an organization that manages lands that are more commensurate
with other trust land organizations than with private land developers.
Figure 7 lists the seven states used in the survey, their oversight
entities and their management structures. For further information, see
Appendix 3.

Figure 7 Oversight of Trust Land Organizations in a
Selection of Western States. The majority of trust land
organizations in other states are also independent.

State

Land M anagement
Agency

Oversight Entity

M anagement
Structure

Colorado

State Land Board

State Board of Land
Commissioners

Division of DNR

Idaho

Idaho Department of
Lands

Board of Land
Commissioners

Independent

Montana

Trust Land
Management Division

State Board of Land
Commissioners

Division of DNR

New Mexico

State Land Office

State Land Office
Advisory Board

Independent

Oregon

Department of State
Lands

State Land Board

Independent

Utah

SITLA

Board of Trustees

Independent

Washington

Department of Natural
Resources

Board of Natural
Resources

Division of DNR

Wyoming

Office of State Lands
and Investments

Board of Land
Commissioners

Independent

The duty of virtually all state trust land organizations is to provide
revenue for current and future beneficiaries with the resources given the
state at statehood. All land organizations face similar obstacles and
challenges as they determine the best ways to utilize their resources
within their fiduciary responsibilities.
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Recommendations
1. We recommend that if bonuses continue, they be based on
appropriate and measurable goals.
2. We recommend that the Legislature provide SITLA with
guidelines for salaries and bonuses.
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Appendix 1
Gross Revenues (Agency Earnings and Investment Earnings)
and Distributions to Beneficiaries
Fiscal Years 1970-2005
in 2005 Dollars
$140

$120

In Millions $

$100

$80
SITLA
created

$60

$40

$20

1999 - $62.5 million
extraordinary income

Distributions to Beneficiaries

Deposits to Permanent Fund or operating expenditures

2005

2004

2003

2002

2001

2000

1999

1998

1997

1996

1995

1994

1993

1992

1991

1990

1989

1988

1987

1986

1985

1984

1983

1982

1981

1980

1979

1978

1977

1976

1975

1974

1973

1972

1971

1970

$-

Appendix 2
Mineral Lease Rentals and Royalties
Fiscal Years 1970-2005
in 2005 Dollars

$70
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$40

SITLA
created

$30

$20

$10

Total Mineral Lease Rentals, Simultaneous bids and bonus bids

Mineral Lease Royalties

2005

2004

2003

2002

2001

2000

1999

1998

1997

1996

1995

1994

1993

1992

1991

1990

1989

1988

1987

1986

1985

1984

1983

1982

1981

1980

1979

1978

1977

1976

1975

1974

1973

1972

1971

$1970

In Millions $

$50

Appendix 3
Statistics from Surveyed Organizations

Surveyed
Organizations

Original
Surface Trust
Land Grant
Acreage

FY 2004
Trust
Land
Holdings

FY 2004
Number
of FTE’s

FY 2004
Agency
Revenues In
Millions

FY 2004
Operating
Budget in
Millions

State Trust Land Organizations:
New Mexico State Land
Office

8.7

9.0

155

$278.7

$ 14.0

W ashington DNR – Trust
Lands Managem ent
Activities

2.4

2.8

770

215.9

23.6

W yom ing Office of State
Lands and Investm ents

3.5

3.5

97

93.0

10.0

Idaho Departm ent of
Lands

3.0

2.2

29

65.6

4.6

Utah – SITLA

5.8

3.4

62

60.4

7.5

Montana Trust Land
Managem ent Division

5.2

5.1

108

46.3

5.2

Colorado Land Board

3.7

2.8

34

36.4

3.5

Oregon Departm ent of
State Lands

3.4

0.7

86

15.8

6.9

22.0

38

Other Organizations:
Utah BLM, Lands &
Minerals Division
Utah Departm ent of
Natural Resources (DNR)

1,230

115.0

Utah Division of Forestry,
Fire and State Lands
(FFSL)

138

15.0

Utah Housing Corp.
(Independent Entity)

55

3.5

Utah State Fair
(Independent Entity)

50

3.5
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